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ABSTM~

Glacial drift covers the major portion of North Dakota.

The

drift ranges in thickness from O feet to approximately 500 feet, and
averages 200 feet.

In some areas the drift is conformable to topo-

graphic features. however, in other areas where the surface of the
bedrock has eroded valleys the drift is relatively thick without
showing any change in altitude of the topography.

In general, the

drift thickness appears to vary with the physiographic divisions of
the state.
nie contoured thickness of the drift is based on drilling data
which is plotted on an isopachous map.

Dle to lack of drilling in

certain areas, information is scarce as to drift thickness.

If

sufficient data were available the thickness of the drift would
probably display a varied pattern of thicker and thinner isolated
localities, because of uneven surface of the bedrock formations and
the varied types of glacial deposits mantling the State.

'lbe ground

water, clay, sand, and gravel deposits found in the glacial drift
are of economic importance to the State.

'
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INTRODUCTION

Purpose of the Report
The information gathered for this report pertains to the varied
thickness of the drift and the interpretation of the information.
nie information was gathered from published reports and all wells and
test holes available whose logs described the thickness of the drift.
The location of wells and test holes which show thickness of the drift
were plotted on a map.

The isopachous map was constructed with limited

control points in some localities however, if there were more control
points it is likely that there would be more variations in the contour
lines designating thinner and thicker portions comparable to those in
which there is sufficient information available.
Location and General Features of the Area
North Dakota comprises approximately 72,000 square miles in northwestern United States.

It is located approzimately between 97°-104°

longitude and 46°-49° N. latitude.

w.

nie state is bordered on the east by

the Red River which flows north and ultimately reaches the Hudson Bay.
North Dakota lies within the major physical division called the
Interior Plains (Fenneman, 1931).

The division is divided into prov-

inces which are further subdivided into sections .
'!be eastern portion of North Dakota Lies within the Western Lake
Section of the Central Lowland Province. and the southwestern corner
lies within the Unglaciated Missouri Plateau Section of the Great Plains
Province . (Fenneman, 1931).

e

North Dakota constitu~es a part of five physiographic districts
(Figure 1).

'lbe Red River Valley, which lies along the eastern border

2

of the state, is an old lake bed of ancient Glacial Lake Agassiz .

It

is relatiYely flat and ranges in altitude from 800 feet at Pembina to
1,000 feet in the southeast, and is sloping about 0. 9 feet per mile to

the north.

'llle Drift Prarie which lies in the east central part of

the state is characteristic of the latest glacial ice advances.

'Ibis

area contains many irregular ridges and characteristically is a poorly
drained area.

The altitude ranges from 1,000 feet to 2,000 feet with

the lower altitudes extending along the Red River Valley and southward
from the Lake region.

The Turtle Mountains, which lie in the north

central part of the state, are notably higher than the surro Jnding
topography.

'lbey are surrounded by an escarpment, and are typical of

an isolated table-land left after the surrounding strata were eroded

away.

'Ilteir altitude ranges from 2,000 feet to 3,000 feet.

The Souris

River Valley, also located in the north central portion of the state,
is a glacial lake plain similar to that of the Red Ri ver Valley.

How-

ever, here the altitude ranges from 1,000 feet to 2,000 feet-somewhat
higher than the Red River Valley.

The Missouri Plateau extends from

central North Dakota westward and can be subdivided into two p arts.
The first part is the Plateau east of the Missouri River, and this
part contains the major thickness of glacial drift in the state.

The

area west of the Missouri River contains minor thickness of drift and
scattered eratics up to the limit of glaciation (Plate I).

nie area

slopes toward the Missouri River with all drainage flowing into the
Missouri.

The altitude of the Missouri Plateau ranges from 2 ,000 feet

in its eastern portion to over 3,000 feet west of the Missouri River.

e

Black Butte constitutes the highest altitude (3,468 feet) in North
Lakota (Torvik, 1950).

-
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Previous Investigations and Acknowledgments
'lbe first detailed work on the glacial drift in North Dakota
probably was by Warren tpham (1895) during his study of Glacial Lake
Agassiz.

Since that time the drift has been discussed in most all of

the geological publications written about North Dakota.

The writer

obtained most of the information for this paper from water studies,
and State Geological survey bulletins and circulars.

This paper was

prepared under the supervision of Mr. F. D. Holland Jr., Assistant
Professor of Geology of North Dakota.

The writer is also grateful to

Mr. F. D. Holland for suggesting the subject of this paper, and to
Mr. J. Rau for his suggestions to the writer on the map of the area.
'nte writer is very grateful to Mr.

J. w.

Brookhart, District

Geologist of the Ground-Water Branch of the United States Geological
Survery, Grand Forks, North Dakota, who permitted the writer to have
use of published and unpublished material pertaining to the thickness
of the drift in North Dakota.
Well-Numbering System
The well-numbering system used in this report is the standard form
used by the North Dakota Ground-Water Branch of the United States Geological Survey and is illustrated in figure 2.

'Ibis system is based

upon the location of the well within the United States Dureau of Land
Management's survey of the state.
tion in which the well is located.

'lne first numeral denotes the sec'llle letters, a, b, c , designate

respectively, the northeast, northwest, southwest, and southeast quarter
section, and the quarter-quarter-quarter section (10 acre tracts).
Consecutive terminal numerals are added when more than one well occurs
within a 10-acre tract.

'!bus, well 137-60-25 acb is in the northwest
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quarter of sec. 26, T. 137 N., R 60

w.

Similarely, well 130-95-30

bcb 2 is the second well in the northeast quarter of the sout hwest
quarter of the southeast quarter of sec. 30, T. 130 N., R. 95

w.

BEDROCK.

Bedrock as defined by (Howell, 1957, p.
lying soil, sand, clay, etc.

) is any solid rock under-

The bedrock of North Dakota as shown in

figure 3 if the drift were stripped off the surface consists primarily
of Tertiary and Cretaceous sediments.

The Tongue River forriation of

the Fort Union group is the most extensive bedrock formation 1ndcrlying
the drift in the northwestern half of North Dakota.

The Pox Hills for--

mation of the Montana Group is the most extensive bedrock formation in
central and southcentral North Dakota.

The Pierre formation of the

t.k>ntana Group is the most extensive bedrock formation in eastern Notth
Dakota.

.All bedrock formations and the area in which they are found

are outlined in figure 3, and as new information becomes available all
inferred contacts (dashed lines) will be more or less extensive than
the areas presently outlined.

GLACIAL DRIFT
Drift according to (Howell, 1957, p.
glacial origin:

) "is any accumulation of

glacial or fluvio-glacial deposit." The sheet such

as the one covering the major portion of North Dakota is a sLeetlik~
body of glacial drift continuous or discontinuous, deposited during a
single glaciation or during closely related succession of glaciation.
DJring the Pleistocene epoch there were four major ages of glaciation.

'lbese ages have been named from oldest to youngest; Nebraskan,

Kansan, Illinoian, and Wisconsin.

(Hainer, 1956, p. 2) says "The last

of the ice sheets began its recession only about 25,000 years ago."
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Figure 3 -- Geologic map o f North Dakota (Hanson, 1956)
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Hainer, 1956, p. 21) says "From two to possibly four separate
ice sheets descended upon North Dakota during the Pleistocene epoch.
lbe last ice sheet to invade the area, however, rather effectively
conceals evidence of preceeding glaciers.

The last glacier to invade

North Dakota belongs to the late Wisconsin.

Deposits from this glacier

cover the eastern half of the State west to the
moraine at the edge of the ~ussouri Plateau.

Max

or "Altamont"

Older glacial drift is

found from the Altamont moraine to 40 to 60 miles south of the Missouri
River.

This drift may have been deposited by older ice sheets possibly

as early as Kansan glacial time."
lbe drift is largely composed of till which is a stiff clay full
of stones varying in size up to boulders. (Howell, 1957) says ~ill is

e

a product of abrasion carried on by the ice sheet as it moved over the
land."

The drift in North Dakota is also composed of glacial lake s

sediments which are of a finer material mostly lake clays with beach
ridges on the surface consisting of sand and gravel deposits.

There

are three major glacial lake plains in North Dakota (Figure 4), the
Red River Valley which is in the eastern portion of North Dakota, the
Souris Lake plain which is in North Central North Dakota and the
Dakota Lake plain which is in the southwestern part of Sargent County,
North Dakota.
the direction

As
10

the lakes receded the lake sediments thickened in
which the lake receded such as seen in the Red River

Valley (Plate I) on the contour map showing the thickness of the drift
ntere are three delta deposits located along the western border
of the Red River Valley (Figure 4).

1bese deltaic deposits were formed

by streams draining into Glacial Lake Agassiz.
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The drift appears to be the thickest with respect to its original
deposition in areas of recessional moraines (Figure 4).

(Howell, 1957)

reports (Salisbury, 1909, p. 277) as saying, "As the edge of the ice
was melted back, it sometimes halted for a time far back from the
position of its maximum advance.
terminal moraines were made.

Beneath the edge in such positions,

Such terminal moraines are sometimes

called recessional moraines."
The dri£t of North Dakota comprises many glacial features.

Al-

though these features have been distorted by erosion and succession
stages of glaciation, they are still present in part, if not fully in
some areas of the state .

Some of the glacial features have already

been explained and defined by (Howell, 1957), the definitions used in
the following descriptions are also taken from his worts.
''The material carried forward in and beneath the ice and [inally
deposited from its under surface constitutes the ground moraine."

In

relation to topography it is a moraine with low relief, devoid of transverse linear cl ements .
"The end moraine is a ridgelike accumulation of drift along the
margin of a valley glacier of ice sheet."
·~e outwash is stratified drift deposited by meltwater streams
beyond the active glacier ice . "
"Bskers are narrow ridges of gravelly or sandy drift deposited by
a stream in association with glacier ice."
"Kame is a conical hill or short irregular ridge of gravel or sand

deposited in contact with glacier ice.

e
-

"Kettle is a depression in dri£t T11ade by the wasting away 0£ a
blocked mass of ice that has been either wholly or partly buried in the drift .

10

The thickness of the drift as shown by the contour map (Plate])
ranges from 6 inches to approximately 500 feet, and is absent in some
localized areas of the State.

Tilis variation is probably due t o the

variable surfaces of bedrock formations, the types of glacial deposits
in the ar e a , and the amount of erosion on the land surface since gla-cial deposition of the material.
In counties where sufficient data is available the thickness of
the drift can be contoured with fair accuracy.

If sufficient data

were available in all counties the countour lines would probabl y take
an irregular form such as they do in counties where data is farily complete.

Therefore, there would be many more areas of greater thickness

and many more areas where the drift thins out.

The writer constructed

the present isopachous map on interpolated thickness of drift where
actual thickness were not know.

As

more data becomes available the

writer believes that the contour lines showing thickness of the drift
will appe ar as those in Kidder, Benson, Renvill, Burke, and Divide
counties for the major portion of North Dakota.
Die writer has found that the drift sheet which covers North Dakota
is thickest in the northwestern portion of the State, where there are
app arent channels cut into the bedrock and filled with drift (Plate I).
The drift also thickens to the north in the Red River Valley which constitutes a thickening of lake sediments as Glacial Lake Agassiz retre ated
to the north.

The drift is very thick south of Fargo, and in this area

the drift lies on a granite base.
In some l ocal areas of the State such as in central Emmons county

e

and in Cavalier county the drift is absent and the bcnrock formation

11

crops out at the surface.

In an area such as the southeast portion

of Morton county there is a possibility for a channel to be cut into
the bedrock and fill in with drift, hov.ever, sufficient data is not
available at this time to find the extremes of the drift, but indications lead the writer to believe that there may be a considerable
thickness of drift locally in this area.
The symbols used on the isopachous map (Plate I) indicates the
source from which the information was taken.

In some areas where there

is a grouping of wells, the writer selected the well with the thickness
of the drift which represented the area as an averaee thickness of the
drift.

For further information pertaining to specific areas data can

be found by referring to the publications for that county represented
by the map symbol.
'lbe thickness of the drift in North Dakota is related to the topography, because in some areas such as the Red River Valley and the central
part of the state the contours showing the thickness of the drift trend
in the same directions as the topographic contours.

In contrast to

this are areas where the topography is relatively flat and the drift
thickness increases due to valleys or depression in the bedrock formations.
1bere are many resources found in the drift such as ground-water,
clay, sand , and gravel deposits.
1be ground-water in the drift is found in the sand and gravel
deposits, which are gencrall)' quite shallow and produce sufficient

e

supplies for farms and in some localities aquifers are large enough for
commercial usage of the water.

Most recharge to the aquifers is derived

•
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from the penetration of rainfall and snow and ice melt.

The mineral-

ization of the ground-water in the glacial drift is variable but generally is very hard throughout the state.

According to Mr. J.

w.

Brookhart (verbal communication) "The ground-water potential for
irrigation is many fold compared to the present developements."
Areas at present which are considered good potential for groundwater irrigation are; Western Sargent county, Eastern Dicky county,
Missouri River Valley in western Burleigh county, the Heimdol Valley
from Guthrie in McHenry county southeast to Hannaford in Griggs county,
northwestern Eddy county, and the Yellowstone Valley in McKenzie county.
The clays found in the drift are tough and non-plastic, and contain large amounts of sand and gravel.

1ne clays that have been trans-

ported and deposited in 1 akes and material washed out of the hills into
hollows are sonetimes free enough from pebbles to be used for brick
glacial clays have been used to some extent for brick in Korth Dakota,
but even though they are abundant they have little economic value,
except for the manufacture of common brick.

The large amount of time

in glacial clays is another very serious drawback in their use.
'Ille sand and gravel deposits found in the beach ridges and outwash
areas of the drift are economically valuable.

There are many producable

pits where large amounts of sand and gravel are excavated and used in
the construction of roads and concrete buildings.

•
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SUMMARY

'!be drift of North Dakota constitutes a massive sheet of material
which blankets the ma jor portion of the State.

The drift thickness

in the State is conformable to the bedrock on which it lies and is
related to the topography changes.

The drift reflects distinct

characteristic features of Pleistocene glaciers which once covered
the major port i on of the State.
Tile glacial lakes which once occupied portions of the state
reflect thicknesses of lake sedi ments accumulating to the thickness

of the drift.

These sediments are thickest in the Red River Valley

and increase in thickness to the north.
The drift of North Dakota has economic values in its ground watt,
clay, sand, and gravel deposits.

The former lake beds of the State

furnish rich farm lands for ftgricultural means.

•
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MAP SHOWING PHYSIOGRAPHIC PROVINCES IN NORTH
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